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We have studied the energy dependence of several first scattering phases with multi-atomic object. As con-

crete examples representing the general trends endohedrals Ne@C60 and Ar@C60 are considered. It appeared

that the presence of an inner atom, either Ne or Ar, qualitatively affects the scattering phases, in spite of the

fact that the fullerene consists of 60 carbon atoms, while the atom staffed inside is only one. Calculations are

performed in the one-electron Hartree–Fock (HF) and random phase approximation with exchange (RPAE)

for the inner atom while the fullerenes shell is substituted by static potential without and with the polariza-

tion potential. It appeared that the total endohedral scattering phase is simply a sum of atomic, Ne or Ar,

and fullerenes C60 phases, contrary to the intuitive assumption that the total phases on C60 and Ne@C60 or

Ar@C60 has to be the same.
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1. We suggest after performing calculation of a con-

crete example that the total partial wave l phase δA@CN

l

of an electron scattered upon endohedral A@CN is with

good accuracy equal to the sum of scattering phases δA
l

and δCN

l of electrons upon atom A that is stuffed in-

side the fullerene CN . We generalize this result to any

target that consists of loosely bound atoms. This result

is counter-intuitive, since it is reasonable to assume, at

least in the case of the considered target A@CN that

the scattering is absolutely dominated by the very “big

atom” [1] so that the contribution of atom A can be

neglected.

The general properties of the behavior of a scatter-

ing phase upon a static potential U is well established

and described in text books (see, e.g. [2]). It is demon-

strated that if the phases δl(E) as functions of energy E

are normalized in such a way that δl(E → ∞) → 0, one

has δl(0) = nlπ, where the number of bound electron

states with angular momentum l in the system e+U is

nl.

If the target consists of electrons and nuclei and ex-

change between incoming and target electrons is taken

into account, another expression takes place δl(0) =

= (nl + ql)π, where ql is the number of bound electron

states with the angular momentum l in the target itself

[3]. Therefore, the behavior of phases as functions of E

is qualitatively different in cases when we treat the tar-

get in Hartree or Hartree–Fock (HF) approximation. In

1)e-mail: amusia@vms.huji.ac.il

these two cases the phases deviate from each other (in

numbers of π) although the strength of the potential is

almost the same.

To clarify the role of a single atom embedded in the

multi-atomic system, we consider in this Letter elec-

tron scattering on concrete endohedrals Ne@C60 and

Ar@C60, which are fullerene C60, stuffed by a Ne or

Ar atom. It is known that both of them are located at

the C60 center that considerably simplifies the calcula-

tions. The Ne and Ar atom are treated in the HF ap-

proximation and RPAE frames, while C60 is represented

by a static square well potential WC(r), which param-

eters are chosen to represent the experimentally known

electron affinity of C−

60 and low- and medium-energy

photoionization cross-sections of C60 [4]. Fullerenes are

highly polarizable objects. This is why along with WC

polarization potential W pol
C (r) has to be taken into ac-

count.

2. In order to obtain scattering phases for an atom,

one has to solve numerically the HF equations for ra-

dial parts of the one-electron wave functions PA
el (r). For

spherical atoms they can be presented as2)

[

1

2

d2

dr2
+

Z

r
− V̂HF(r) −

l(l + 1)

2r2
− E

]

PA
el (r) = 0, (1)

where Z is the inner atom nuclear charge and V̂HF(r)

is the operator of HF non-local potential (see definition

2)We employ the atomic system of units, with electron mass m,

electron charge e, and Planck constant ~ equal to 1.
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in, e.g. [5]). The scattering phase is determined by the

asymptotic of PA
el (r)

PA
el (r)|r→∞ ≈ 1√

πp
sin

[

pr − πl

2
+ δA

l (E)

]

, (2)

where p2 = 2E.

In order to obtain scattering phases upon a fullerene,

the solution has to be found of the following equation

[

1

2

d2

dr2
+WC(r) − V pol

C (r) − l(l + 1)

2r2
− E

]

×

× PC
el (r) = 0. (3)

The phases δC
l (E) can be found from asymptotic for PC

el

similar to (2).

To obtain phases for the electron-endohedral scat-

tering one has to solve a combined equation

[

1

2

d2

dr2
+

Z

r
− V̂HF(r) +WC(r)−

− V pol
C (r) − l(l+ 1)

2r2
− E

]

PA@CN

el (r) = 0. (4)

The phases δA@CN

l (E) can be found from asymptotic

for PA@CN

el (r) similar to (2). The details how to obtain

scattering phases numerically one can find in [5].

We know quite well how to find V̂HF(r) and have

made a choice of WC(r) shape. More difficult is to de-

termine an accurate expression for V pol
C (r) that is in fact

an energy dependent and non-local operator. We have

an experience to determine it for atoms employing per-

turbation theory and limiting ourselves by second order

perturbation theory in incoming and fullerenes electrons

interaction.

For such an approach fullerene is a much more com-

plex object than an atom. On the other hand, it exist a

rather simple expression for V pol
C (r) (see, e.g. [2])

V pol
C (r) = − αC

2(r2 + b2)2
, (5)

where αC is the static dipole polarizability of a fullerene

that for C60 and a number of other fullerenes is mea-

sured and/or calculated (see [6] and references therein);

b is a parameter of the order of the fullerenes radius

R. This expression had a long history of applications in

electron-atom scattering studies and demonstrated ac-

ceptable accuracy.

3. To perform calculations, we have to choose con-

crete values for the C60 potentials. The potential WC(r)

is represented by a potential well with the depth 0.52

and inner R1 (outer R2) radiuses equal to R1 = 5.26

(R2 = 8.17). Note that R = (R1 + R2)/2. Results of

Fig. 1. Elastic scattering phases s, p, d, f of electrons upon

endohedral Ar@C60 fullerene C60

Fig. 2. Elastic scattering p-phase of electrons upon atom

Ar, fullerene C60, and endohedral Ar@C60

calculations for scattering phases are illustrated by the

case of Ar@C60 in Figs. 1 and 2. In Fig. 1 we compare s-,

p-, d-, f -phases of scattering upon Ar and Ar@C60 that

are obtained neglecting V pol
C (r). We see that the poten-

tial WC(r) supports three bound states in the e + C60

system, in s-, p-, d-channels, that is seen from the fact

that δC60

s,p,d(E → 0) → π. For s- and p-phases the Ar

contribution is much bigger than that of C60. The rea-

son is simple – the account of exchange of the incom-

ing electron with atomic electrons with simultaneous ne-

glect of exchange between incoming and fullerenes elec-

trons explains this. So, δAr
s(p)(E → 0) → 3(2)π, while

δC60

s(p)(E → 0) → π. Note that for d- and f -phases the

endohedral and fullerenes coincide within the accuracy

of numeric calculations.
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Fig. 2 illustrates the property of additivity, namely

the fact that the following equation is valid with quite

high accuracy

δA@C60

l (E) = δA
l (E) + δC60

l (E). (6)

The calculation results are illustrated by the p-phase

in collisions of electrons with Ar, C60, and Ar@C60.

Qualitatively similar data are obtained for electron scat-

tering upon Ne@C60.

Inclusion of V pol
C (r) greatly modifies the phases,

adding a prominent number of new bound states in the

e + C60 system. This is illustrated by Fig. 3, where we

Fig. 3. The influence of V pol
C (r) upon δC60

s

present s-phases in collisions of electrons with Ar@C60

endohedrals.

If the electronic structure of the target, namely ex-

change between the incoming and target electrons will

be taken into account, the phases will increase, acquir-

ing an addition (in units of π) to the phase, equal to the

number of bound in the target electrons with the given

angular momentum l.

4. We have demonstrated using concrete examples

that if the target is a loosely bound object, the rule of

additivity (6) for scattering phases is valid. Derived for

a concrete case, this rule is valid for any system since

the physical reason for additivity is the ability to form

bound states with each of the target atoms separately.

On the other hand, if the target is tightly bound, the

common phase can reach quite big values due to ex-

change between the incoming and target electrons. One

can expect considerable changes of phases in collisions

of a composite object due to addition to the target even

of a single atom. This modification of phases leads to

appearance of additional structure in the total elastic

scattering cross sections.

Fig. 4. Electron elastic scattering cross-section on Ne, C60,

and Ne@C60

We illustrate it by Fig. 4, where cross-sections for

scattering of electrons upon Ne, Ne@C60 and C60 are

compared. For total cross-section more suitable is the Ne

case. Here the role of correlations between atomic elec-

trons is considerably less important than in Ar. At least,

they do not modify essentially the low-energy cross-

section. We see that the atomic cross-section at E → 0

is much less than the cross-section upon C60. Fullerene

adds to the cross-section prominent structure. Its po-

larization potential strongly affects the cross-section. It

is seen that phase additivity (6) does not lead to corre-

sponding additivity in the cross-sections.

The presented results make it very interesting to

study the elastic scattering of electrons by such multi-

atomic systems as endohedrals. The modification of the

cross-section due to presence even of a single additional

atom can affect not only elastic scattering but some

other connected to it properties and characteristics of

electron-target collisions.

When the calculations presented in this Letter were

finished, we became aware on similar results on phase

additivity, obtained quite recently by V.K. Dolmatov

and his students [7].
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